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The pagenumber p(G) of a graph G is defined as the smallest n such that G can
be embedded in a book with n pages. We give an upper bound for the page-
number of the complete bipartite graph Km, n . Among other things, we prove
p(Kn, n)w2n3x+1 and p(Kwn24x, n)n&1. We also give an asymptotic result:
min[m : p(Km, n)=n]=n24+O(n74).  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a simple graph. We consider an embedding of G into a book
such that each vertex of G is placed along the spine of the book and each
edge is placed on one of the pages without crossing any other edge. The
pagenumber p(G) of a graph G is defined as the minimum number of pages
within which G can be book embedded. The definition can be restated as
follows. First, place the vertices of G around a circle on a plane and draw
chords corresponding to the edges of G. Next, find a good coloring of the
chords, namely, color all the chords in such a way that any two crossing
chords have different colors. Then, p(G) is the minimum number of colors
for which there exists an ordering of the vertices that has a good coloring
of the chords.
In this paper, we only consider complete bipartite graphs Km, n . Throughout
this paper, we assume mn and denote p(Km, n) by p(m, n).
The problem of determining the pagenumber of complete bipartite graphs
was first studied by Bernhart and Kainen [1]. They showed that p(n, n)
n&1 for n4. They also showed a lower bound; p(m, n)W (mn&m&n)
(m+n&3)X. Later, Muder, Weaver, and West [2] improved the above
result to show p(m, n)min[W (2n+m)4X, n]. They studied book
embeddings of complete bipartite graphs in detail, especially in case of
2-bucket orderings; that is, the vertices of each partite set are placed on a
circle in two groups. Their upper bound is obtained using a 2-bucket ordering.
It appears that their construction uses the best 2-bucket ordering. They
conjectured:
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Conjecture 1. For mn3,
p(m, n)=min[W (2n+m)4X, n].
In particular,
Conjecture 2. For m2n&3 and n3,
p(m, n)=n.
In this paper, we disprove these conjectures. Note that the ordering used
for our construction is not 2-bucket in general.
2. MAIN RESULTS
We first prove a theorem about upper bounds for p(m, n). For n=1
or 2, it is easy to see that p(m, 1)=1 for m1, p(2, 2)=1, and p(m, 2)=2
for m3. Let f (m, n, r) :=W (nr2+r+m)(r2+r+1)X. Let N denote the
set of all positive integers.
Theorem 1. For mn3,
p(m, n)min[ f (m, n, r) : r # N].
We prove this theorem in Section 4. When m is close to n, the next
inequality is effective.
Corollary 2. For mn3, p(m, n)w(m+n)3x+1. In particular,
p(n, n)w2n3x+1.
Proof. By Theorem 1, p(m, n) f (m, n, 1)=w(m+n)3x+1. K
When n is fixed, p(m, n) is a nondecreasing function on m, and p(m, n)n.
This fact makes it interesting to know the minimum value of m that attains
p(m, n)=n. We define g(n) :=min[m : p(m, n)=n]. If Conjecture 2 were
true, g(n)=2n&3. We show that g(n) is much larger than this value.
Corollary 3. For n4, p(wn24x, n)n&1; i.e., g(n)wn24x+1.
Proof. Set m=wn24x, r=Wn2X&1. By Theorem 1, p(m, n) f (m, n, r).
If n is even, then n=2r+2 and m=(r+1)2. Thus f (m, n, r)=
W ((2r+2) r2+r+(r+1)2)(r2+r+1)X=W2r+1X=n&1.
If n is odd, then n=2r+1 and m=r2+r. Thus f (m, n, r)=
W ((2r+1) r2+r+(r2+r))(r2+r+1)X=W2rX=n&1. K
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These two corollaries deal with the cases when m is nearly equal to n or
is very large in comparison with n. When the ratio of m to n is given, the
next inequality holds.
Corollary 4. Let k be an integer. Then, for n3,
p(kn, n)\1& k4k2&2k+1+ n+ 2k&14k2&2k+1| .
Proof. From Theorem 1, we have p(kn, n) f (kn, n, 2k&1), as claimed.
K
No good lower bounds are known. For m=n, the best asymptotic lower
bound is (n2)(1+o(1)), which was obtained in [1]. This value is much
lower than the upper bound w2n3x+1 given in Corollary 2.
The following theorem determines g(n) asymptotically. It implies that
p(m, n)=n when m is asymptotically larger than n24.
Theorem 5.
g(n)=
n2
4
+O(n74).
The proof of this theorem is given in Section 5.
3. MATRIX REPRESENTATION OF BOOK EMBEDDINGS
In this section, we discuss matrix representation of book embeddings of
complete bipartite graphs, which was introduced in [2]. In the following,
we call a vertex of the partite set of order n a black vertex, a vertex of the
partite set of order m a white vertex. We also call a maximal run of the
vertices with the same color a block. A circular vertex ordering for a book
embedding consists of r blocks of each color for some r. When the black
blocks have lengths b1 , ..., br in order, and the white blocks immediately
following them (clockwise) have lengths w1 , ..., wr in order, we denote
the ordering by (b1 , w1 ; b2 , w2 ; ...; br , wr). When a segment R of such an
ordering repeats k times, we denote it by Rk.
Consider a p-page book embedding of Km, n with the ordering (b1 , w1 ;
b2 , w2; ...; br , wr). Beginning with the start of the first block of each color,
let the black vertices be y1 , ..., yn in order, and let the white vertices be
x1 , ..., xm in order. Define an m_n matrix M whose (i, j) th entry is the
color of the edge xi yj . Let Bl be the l th block of black vertices, and let Wk
be the k th block of white vertices. (See Fig. 1 and Table I).
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Fig. 1. An ordering for K28, 17 denoted by (11, 8; ((1, 1)2; 1, 8)2).
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In the next proposition, we give a sufficient condition on the number of
vertices and the number of colors for which there exists a good coloring.
Proposition 6. Let n, r, and s be positive integers satisfying n
(r+1) s+1. Then,
p((r+1)(n&s)&r2s&r, n)n&s.
First, we derive Theorem 1 from Proposition 6.
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider mn3 and r positive, and let
t= f (m, n, r). We need to prove p(m, n)t. If nt, the assertion follows
from p(m, n)n. Hence we may assume tn&1. From t(nr2+r+m)
(r2+r+1) we obtain m(r2+r+1) t&nr2&r=(r+1)(n&s)&r2s&r,
where s=n&t. Since t(nr2+r+m)(r2+r+1)>(nr+1)(r+1), we
obtain n>(r+1) s+1. Proposition 6 now completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 6. Consider the ordering
A=(n&rs, n&(r+1) s; ((1, 1)s&1; 1, n&(r+1) s)r).
Note that A has rs+1 blocks of each color. The number of black vertices
of A is n&rs+r((s&1)+1)=n. Let m denote the number of white vertices
of A. Then, m=r(s&1)+(r+1)(n&(r+1) s)=(r+1)(n&s)&r2s&r.
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Table I
The Matrix Representation of a Coloring of Edges of K28, 17 for the Ordering of Fig. 1
B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7
W1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 10 11 12 13 14
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 10 11 12 13 14
1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 9 10 11 12 13 14
1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 9 10 11 12 13 14
1 2 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 9 10 11 12 13 14
1 2 3 4 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 9 10 11 12 13 14
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7 7 7 7 9 10 11 12 13 14
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
W2 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9 9 1 10 11 12 13 14
W3 3 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 10 1 2 11 12 13 14
W4 4 4 4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 3 12 13 14
4 5 5 5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 3 12 13 14
4 5 6 6 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 3 12 13 14
4 5 6 7 7 7 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 3 12 13 14
4 5 6 7 8 8 8 8 9 10 11 1 2 3 12 13 14
4 5 6 7 8 9 9 9 9 10 11 1 2 3 12 13 14
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 10 10 10 11 1 2 3 12 13 14
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 11 11 11 1 2 3 12 13 14
W5 5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 12 12 1 2 3 4 13 14
W6 6 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 13 1 2 3 4 5 14
W7 7 7 7 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1 2 3 4 5 6
8 8 8 8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1 2 3 4 5 6
9 9 9 9 9 9 10 11 12 13 14 1 2 3 4 5 6
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 12 13 14 1 2 3 4 5 6
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 13 14 1 2 3 4 5 6
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 14 1 2 3 4 5 6
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 1 2 3 4 5 6
14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 1 2 3 4 5 6
Note. The edges of color 6 are shown in Fig. 1.
We show that Km, n can be embedded in n&s pages by using this ordering A.
We assign a color c(i, j) to each entry (i, j) as follows: For yj # B1 ,
c(1, j)=1
c(i, 1)={k(n&s)&(m&i)
if xi # Wk and k(r&1) s+1
if xi # Wk and k>(r&1) s+1
c(i, j)=c(i&1, j&1)+1 if i, j>1.
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For yj # Bl with l2,
c(i, j)={l&1(n&s)&(rs+1&l )
if xi # Wk and kl
if xi # Wk and k<l.
Figure 1 and Table I show an example of the construction for m=28,
n=17, r=2 and s=3.
We note some properties of c(i, j).
Property 1 (Monotonicity). Suppose yj , yj $ # B1 . If ii $ and j j $,
then c(i, j)c(i $, j $). Moreover, if i<i $ and j< j $, then c(i, j)<c(i $, j $).
Proof. In the first column, color (r&1) s+1 ends at the bottom of
block W(r&1) s+1 , which is row r(n&(r+1) s)+(r&1)(s&1)=m&(n&s)
+s(r&1)+1. The next row i belongs to block W(r&1) s+2 and receives
color (n&s)&(m&i)=s(r&1)+2. Thus c(i&1, 1)c(i, 1)c(i&1, 1)+1
holds for 2im. By this fact and c(i, j )=c(i&1, j&1)+1 for i, j>1,
the assertion follows.
Property 2 (Boundedness). 1c(i, j)n&s for any i, j.
Proof. We have c(m&n+rs+1, 1)=(r&1) s+1, as shown in the proof
of Property 1. Thus the color in the bottom right corner of the submatrix
for B1 is c(m, n&rs)=c(m&n+rs+1, 1)+n&rs&1=n&s. This,
together with Property 1, implies that the assertion holds for the submatrix
for B1 . For yj # Bl with l2, the assertion immediately follows from the
assumption n(r+1) s+1.
Assume that the vertices are placed at equal intervals on the circle. Let
L be the straight line passing through the center of the circle and the center
of B1 . Note that Km, n is symmetrically embedded with respect to L.
Property 3 (Symmetry). If c+c$=n&s+1, then the set of edges of
color c and the set of edges of color c$ are axially symmetric with respect
to L.
Proof. It suffices to show that for yj , yj $ # B1 , if j+ j $=n&rs+1
and i+i $=m+1, then c(i, j)+c(i $, j $)=n&s+1, and for yj , yj$  B1 ,
if j&(n&rs)+ j $&(n&rs)=rs+1 and i+i $=m+1, then c(i, j)+c(i $, j $)
=n&s+1. For the submatrix for B1 , by the recurrence formula of the
color, we only need to prove the assertion when j=1 and j $=n&rs. In the
first column, color c is assigned to block Wc for 1c(r&1) s+1. Since
any s consecutive white blocks contains n&rs&1 white vertices, the
recurrence formula implies that color c+n&rs&1 is assigned to block
Wc+s in column n&rs. Thus color n&s+1&c is assigned to Wrs+2&c ,
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which is symmetric to Wc , in column n&rs, as claimed. For the remainder
of the submatrix for B1 , since c(m&i+1, 1)=n&s+1&i and c(i, n&rs)=i
for 1in&rs&1, the assertion holds. For yj , yj $  B1 , we may assume
kl and k$<l $, where xi # Wk , yj # Bl , xi $ # Wk$ , and yj $ # Bl $ . The assertion
follows from the relation l+l $=rs+3.
Now we return to the proof of the theorem. We only need to check that
any two edges e and f with the same color do not cross.
Case 1. Both e and f have endpoints in B1. The columns corresponding
to B1 form the matrix for an ordering of Km, n&rs with one run of each
color. Let e, f be the two edges joining the consecutive vertices at the
boundaries between these runs. The positions for e and f are at the top
right corner and at the bottom left corner of this submatrix. Then a pair
of edges in the submatrix is noncrossing if and only if the corresponding
positions belong to a lattice path between the positions for e and f. (See
Section 3 in [2] for a more detailed discussion about lattice paths.)
Property 1 implies that each color occupies a suitable lattice path in the
submatrix for B1 and involves no crossing edges there.
Case 2. e has an endpoint in B1 and f has an endpoint in Bl with
l2. Suppose the other endpoint of f is in Wk . If kl, note that color l&1
is used in the submatrix for B1 only up to block Wl&1. The singleton black
block Bl follows this in clockwise order, so using color l&1 on all edges
from this black vertex to latter white blocks creates no crossings. If k<l,
let e$, f $ be symmetric edges of e, f with respect to L. By Property 3, e$ and
f $ have the same color. Since e$ has an endpoint in B1 and f $ links Bl $ and
Wk$ with k$l $, it follows that e$ and f $ do not cross. Hence e and f also
do not cross.
Case 3. Neither e nor f has an endpoint in B1 . We may assume that
four endpoints of e and f are different, so we may assume e links Bl and
Wk , f links Bl $ and Wk$ where kl and k$<l $. Then l>l $ holds, because
l&1=(n&s)&(rs+1&l $). Thus the two endpoints of e are behind those
of f in clockwise order.
This completes the proof. K
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 5
First, we give an arithmetic lemma used in the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 7. Let n, s, : be positive integers such that :2n(s+1)+1.
Given x1 , ..., x: # [1, ..., s] such that :i=1 xin, there exists i<: such that
xi+xi+1s.
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Proof. :&1i=1 (xi+xi+1)=2 
:
i=1 xi&x1&x:<2n. Hence, there exists i
such that xi+xi+1<2n(:&1)s+1. K
Proof of Theorem 5. With the result of Corollary 3, we only need to
show that g(n)n24+O(n74). We assume n is sufficiently large. For an
ordering A on a circle let t(A) denote the maximum size of black blocks
in A, and let r(A) denote the number of blocks of each color in A. We
call a set of chords a twist [2] if any two chords in the set are mutually
crossing. A twist of size k is called a k-twist. An ordering A with m white
vertices, n black vertices, and a good (n&1)-coloring has no n-twist. We fix
such an ordering A and prove that mn24+O(n74). We note that the
size of the largest white block in A is at most n&1, since a white run of
size n yields an n-twist. Set s=wn34x.
Step 1. (Remove small white blocks.) Remove all white blocks of size
less than s. Let A1 be the ordering of the remaining vertices. Set r=r(A1)
and t=t(A1). Let m1 be the number of removed vertices. Then,
m1(s&1)(n&r)n34(n&r).
Step 2. (Remove white vertices between large black blocks that are
close together.) We define a black block to be large if its size is at least s+1.
Let a be the number of large black blocks in A1 . Then, a(s+1)+r&an.
Hence, a(n&r)sn(n34&1)n14+1 for n4. For any two large
black blocks separated by at most q=W2n14X black blocks, we remove all
white vertices between them. Let A2 be the ordering of the remaining
vertices. Set r$=r(A2) and t$=t(A2). Note that r$r and t$t. Let m2 be
the number of vertices removed in this step. Because each white block has
size at most n&1, we have
m2a(q+1)(n&1)(n14+1)(2n14+2)(n&1)
=2n32(1+o(1)).
Step 3. (Bound the number of white vertices remaining.) Let B$1 ,
B$2 , ..., B$a$ be the large black blocks in A2 in order. Note that a$a
n14+1. Let W be the set of white blocks of size at least t$ in A2 .
Claim. |W|<a$(a$+1)(q+2).
We prove that if |W|a$(a$+1)(q+2), then A2 contains an n-twist. By
the pigeonhole principle, some two consecutive large black blocks are
separated by at least (a$+1)(q+2) blocks in W. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that these are B$a$ , and B$1 . We may choose a$
special white blocks W$1 , ..., W$a$ , between B$a$ and B$1 such that between
each successive pair in the list B$a$ , W$1 , ..., W$a$ , B$1 lie at least q+1 white
blocks.
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To make an n-twist, we first choose edges for the black vertices in large
black blocks. For each k, we link vertices in B$k with vertices in W$k , which
we can do because |B$k |t$|W$k |. For 1k<a$, let Rk be the segment
of A2 between B$k and B$k+1 , and let Sk be the segment of A2 between W$k
and W$k+1 (also let Ra$ be the segment between B$a$ and W$1 , and let Sa$ be
the segment between W$a$ and B$1). To complete the twist, for each k we
link vertices of Rk with vertices of Sk so that all black vertices in these two
sets are used. Within these segments, each black block has size at most s
and each white block has size at least s.
The difficulty is that the numbers of blocks in Rk and Sk may be different.
We remove white blocks from the set with more blocks until it has as many
black blocks as the other set has white blocks. We then match the jth black
block of each set into the jth white block of the other set. We must ensure
that the deletions do not create large black blocks. For this we employ
Lemma 7. Suppose that the sizes of the black blocks in the set with more
blocks are x1 , ..., x: , where we may assume that :q+1. Because q>2n
(s+1), we may apply Lemma 7 to find two consecutive blocks whose sizes
sum to at most s. Since the target number of blocks is also at least q+1,
we can continue this procedure to reduce the number of blocks as required.
Since this produces an n-twist, the claimed bound on |W| must hold
when p(m, n)<n.
Let m3 be the number of white vertices in A2 . The blocks in |W| have
size at most n&1, and the others have size at most t$&1. Thus,
m3(a$(a$+1)(q+2))(n&1)+r$(t$&1)
(n14+1)(n14+2)(2n14+3)(n&1)+r$(n&r$)
2n74(1+o(1))+r$(n&r$).
Now we calculate m as a function of r$:
m=m1+m2+m3
n34(n&r$)+2n32(1+o(1))+2n74(1+o(1))+r$(n&r$)
=(n34+r$)(n&r$)+2n74(1+o(1))
(14) n2+(52) n74(1+o(1)).
This completes the proof. K
Remark. What is the largest m such that Km, n has an ordering without
an n-twist? Our study started with this problem. The first guess was
m=2n&2 with a 2-bucket ordering (Wn2X, n&1; wn2x, n&1). We found
a better ordering (t, n&1; (1, t&1)n&t&1; 1, n&1), where t=Wn2X or
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wn2x and m=wn24x+n&1. It is quite probable that this is the best
one, although we have no way to prove it. This suggested that 2-bucket
orderings might not be the best way for book embeddings. We examined
small cases and found a counterexample to Conjecture 1 when m=n=7
with an ordering (5, 3; 1, 1; 1, 3), which has a good coloring with five
colors. Later, this construction was generalized to Theorem 1.
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